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Abstract. Algorithms, applications and hardware implementations of
neural networks are not investigated in close connection. Researchers
working in the development of dedicated hardware implementations de-
velop simpli�ed versions of otherwise complex neural algorithms or de-
velop dedicated algorithms: usually these algorithms have not been thor-
oughly tested on real-world applications. At the same time, many theo-
retically sound algorithms are not feasible in dedicated hardware, there-
fore limiting their success only to applications where a software solution
on a general-purpose system is feasible. The paper focuses on the is-
sues related to the hardware implementation of neural algorithms and
architectures and their successful application to real world-problems.

1 Introduction

Depending on the circuit design style, dedicated VLSI Neural Networks (DNNs)
could be subdivided in two main categories: digital and analog. Digital VLSI
NNs (DVNNs) use/operate on digital signals (i.e. signals which can assume
only two states, on and o�) and over discrete time intervals. Analog VLSI NNs
(AVNNs) operate on signals that are graded in their states and continuous
in time. Between these two extremes, many VLSI implementations of NNs
exist; they can utilize both mechanisms for the coding of information and
utilize circuits that operate on digital electrical variables (e.g. for the storage
of synaptic values) and others that operate on analog electrical variables (e.g.
for the feedforward computations).

DVNNs have been mainly used as hardware accelerators. In principle, using
DVNNs it is possible to con�gure neural architectures of any size with no
precision constraints; in practice, silicon area and speed constraints can limit
their feasibility.

AVNNs intend to create biologically inspired structured neural systems that
perform (speci�c) computations with high eÆciency. Digital and analog VLSI
implementations are compared in Table 1.
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Table 1: Digital vs. Analog VLSI Implementations.
Digital technology Analog technology

signal representation numbers (symbols) physical signals
time sampling continuous / sampling
signal amplitude quantized continuous / quantized
signal regeneration along path degradation
precision cheap and easy area and power expensive
area per processing element large small
transistor mode of operation switch mode all modes
design and test easy diÆcult / expensive

We will try to briey outline which are main features (i.e. drawbacks and
advantages) of both implementation approaches and to identify future trends
and promising applications. In Sections 2 and 3 we target, respectively, analog
and digital implementations.

2 Analog VLSI implementations of neural net-

works

Analog VLSI technology looks attractive for the eÆcient implementation of
arti�cial neural systems for the following reasons.

� Massively parallel neural systems are eÆciently implemented in analog
VLSI technology: they can achieve high processing speed. The neural
processing elements are smaller than their digital equivalent, so it is pos-
sible to integrate on the same chip Neural Networks (NNs) composed of
a large number (i.e., thousands) of interconnections (i.e., synapses).

� Fault tolerance: to ensure fault tolerance to the hardware level it is nec-
essary to introduce redundant hardware and, in analog VLSI technology,
the cost of additional nodes is relatively low.

� Low power: weak inversion operated MOS transistors reduce the power
consumption and achieve low power operation.

� Real-world interface: analog neural networks eliminate the need for A/D
and D/A converters and can be directly interfaced to sensors and actua-
tors.

The low values of Signal/Noise (S/N) ratio featured by analog implementations
of neurons and synapses are not critical since in a neural system the overall
precision in the computation is determined not by the single computational
nodes, but by the collective computation of the whole network [31].

With reference to the learning phase, we can distinguish four types of analog
implementations of NNs [14].
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� Non-learning neural networks: the synapses have �xed weight values im-
plemented by the size of the transistors of the synaptic modules. It is not
possible to change the weight values once the circuit has been realised.

� O�-chip learning networks: the analog circuit implementation performs
only the feed-forward phase and has externally adjustable weight values.
An host computer with a neural simulator program performs the o�-chip
learning phase. The matching between the neural simulator program
and the analog circuit implementation is improved with respect to the
non-learning NNs.

� On-chip learning networks: the NN performs both the feed-forward and
the learning phase. The advantages are the high learning speed due to
the analog parallel operation and the absence of the interface with a host
computer for the weight update. On-chip learning networks are suited to
implementing adaptive neural systems, i.e., systems that are continuously
taught while been used.

� Biological inspired or neuromorphic NNs [18]: analog implementation of
the biological process inherent to the visual and audio perception.

We can identify three hierarchical levels at which analog circuits can play
an e�ective role in learning systems:

� low level: adaptive sensors transduce signals from the environment and
extract invariant representation of the external world e.g. silicon retinas
and cochleae [25].

� intermediate level: adaptive analog processing implements self-organisation
and unsupervised learning. Main tasks at this level are: pattern process-
ing for co-ordinate transformation, decorrelators, principal component
analysers, etc.

� high level: non linear mappings between two data spaces for classi�cation
and decision making. In the following we will concentrate on this level.

2.1 Analog supervised on{chip learning implementation

Usually, analog circuit implementation of learning algorithms su�ers on the
drawback of the limited precision of computation. Anyway, experimental re-
sults have shown that learning can be achieved inspite of hardware related
imperfections (see [9, 8]). The weight adjustment can be achieved by using the
Back Propagation (BP, the gradient of the error function is "computed") or the
Weight Perturbation (WP) or stocastic error descent [16, 7, 1] (the gradient of
the error function is estimated) rules: they adjust the weight values according
to the gradient of an error function.

The WP rule looks attractive for the analog on-chip implementation because
the learning circuitry is simple [6] and the estimation of the error function
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gradient is not dependent on the linearity of the transfer function of neurons
and synapses. The WP algorithm was developed with the aim of making easier
the analog on-chip learning implementation. As a consequence, even if a lot
of research activity has been done on the circuit implementation, few papers
report on the performance in real applications. On the contrary, BP has been
extensively and successfully used to solve real world tasks but it does not fully
deal with non-ideality of analog VLSI circuits.

Despite the many advantages, which stem from the analog on-chip learning
implementation of NNs, this approach su�ers on the fundamental limitations
of analog integrated circuits. In fact analog hardware does not su�er the draw-
back of digital circuits in which the minimum (non-null) signal value is linked to
the digital precision in bits; the resolution is limited by noise and mismatch be-
tween components. Moreover, analog integrated circuits su�er on temperature
variations, processing parameters values spread, device non-linearity, parasitic
capacitance, etc. The inherent feedback structure given by learning can in prin-
ciple compensate for most of the non-ideal e�ects and errors; though non-ideal
behaviour of learning circuits cannot be compensated by the learning feedback.

One of the most critical issues is the e�ect of zero o�sets. VLSI circuits
present two kinds of o�sets: random and systematic o�sets. Random o�sets
are due to random errors resulting from the limited resolution of the pho-
tolitographic process and/or from physical parameter variations randomly dis-
tributed over the whole die. Systematic o�sets are due to an improper circuit
design and/or systematic errors in the photolitographic processing and etching
of the wafer and to process gradients (i.e., layers thickness gradients, doping
concentration, etc.). It is possible to decrease the e�ects of random process
variations at the expenses of a larger silicon area. On the other hand, sys-
tematic o�sets can be dealt with by proper circuit design and suitable layout
techniques, determining also in this case a trade-o� between silicon area and
precision.

In a context quite close to the one we are dealing with (LMS algorithms for
adaptive �lters), it is well known that dc o�sets degrade the performance of
analog adaptive �lters [29]. Then the designer must carefully select the LMS
algorithm and its hardware implementation.

In the analog on-chip supervised learning architecture it is necessary to
distinguish between o�sets in the forward or backward paths. O�sets in the
forward path can be easily compensated for by the learning algorithm through
the bias synapses weight values [27]. O�sets in the backward path are much
more critical: the non-ideal behaviour of learning circuits themselves cannot
be fully compensated for by the learning feedback. More precisely, o�sets in
the weight update circuit can change the value of the sign of the weight update
term (when it is small) thus changing the direction of the gradient descent
trajectory; this e�ect likely can prevent from reaching a satisfactory minimum
of the error function.

Few results have been presented in the literature concerning the e�ect of
o�sets in on-chip learning ANNs. In [10] the e�ect of o�sets in BP learning is
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investigated: the given results indicate that BP is unable to reach convergence
with o�sets larger than 10the maximum signal values.

3 Digital implementations of neural networks

Digital hardware cannot compete with analog (or biological) implementations
when eÆciency of computation is considered, even taking in account the lat-
est advances in Micro- or Digital Signal Processors (�Ps or DSPs). Analog
hardware is a clear winner in this sense. Let us consider, for example, the pro-
jected the power dissipation of DSPs: some experts [13] forecast that in 2004
this technology is supposed to reach an outstanding ratio of 10�2 mW/MIPS
(Millions of Instructions Per Second). Despite these achievements in digital
VLSI, biological neural networks (which are the inspiration of neural analog
computation) are far more eÆcient: a human brain performs on the order of
3:6�1015 OPS (Operations Per Second) with a consumption of only 12 W [26]
that corresponds to approximately 3� 10�6 mW/OPS.

Even though digital hardware su�ers from power and silicon area consump-
tion problems, it shows its superiority when the physics of analog hardware
cannot be readily exploited for implementing the desired neural functions or
algorithms. In this case, the greater exibility and precision of digital hardware
overcome easily any advantage of analog implementations.

3.1 State of the art

The research on digital neural implementations seems to have reached its peak
at the beginning of '90s when several devices came out from the research lab-
oratories and entered the market. Some of the best{known examples were:
Adaptive Solution CNAPS, IBM ZISC, Philips L-Neuro, Siemens SYNAPSE1.
Unfortunately, after a certain amount of success, most of the commercially
available systems disappeared from the market. There are at least two reasons
for this brief and not{so{bright success: the �rst is a direct consequence of the
competition between general{purpose �Ps and dedicated hardware (we will ad-
dress this issue in Section 3.2); the second is a decrease of the initial enthusiasm
for arti�cial neural networks and their appication to real{world problems. The
loss of interest for the �eld of arti�cial neural networks derives both from the
maturity reached by the �eld and the fact that many open problems of the
most famous algorithms (e.g. back-propagation) has not been solved (yet):
after more than �fteen years of research, some issues like, for example, general-
ization properties, architecture selection, etc. prevents an e�ective applications
to many problems. We will return on this concept in Section 4.

Despite these diÆculties, the research on dedicated hardware has been going
on for the last years and some new proposals and solutions are starting to

1We omit here the references due to space constraints. The interested reader can �nd
more information on this subject by pointing to the Web page mantained by C.S.Lindsey at
CERN: http://www1.cern.ch/NeuralNets/nnwInHepHard.html.
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Figure 1: Performance growth of general{purpose Intel microprocessors.

emerge in the literature [11].

3.2 Microprocessors vs. dedicated digital implementa-

tions

According to the Moore's Law [5], the number of transistors on a chip doubles
every 18 months.

This continuous increase of device density has a direct consequence on the
peformance of microprocessors. To con�rm this hypothesis, we executed a
simple backpropagation algorithm on almost the entire family of Intel micro-
processors: from the 80286 (1988) to the Pentium III (1999)2.

If we plot the computing power, in MCUPS (Millions of Connection Up-
dates per Second), with respect to the year of marketing of each processor, we
obtain the graph showed in Fig. 1. As can be easily seen, the computing power
of general{purpose �Ps, for this particular neural application, has been grow-
ing exponentially for the last 12 years. As a further remark, we stress the fact
that no compiler improvements during those years nor special instruction sets
(e.g. multimedia instructions, beginning from the Pentium MMX series) were

2The choice of Intel processors derives from the observation that they are one of the most
longstanding and successful microprocessor family. Similar considerations apply to other �Ps
as well.
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taken in account in our experiment: their use could even increase the slope of
the exponential growth. In fact, most supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms make use of three simple operations: additions, multiplications and
some nonlinear function computation that, as pointed out by several authors
(see for example [3] for some references), can be carried on at low precision.
An obvious consequence is that �xed{point math (therefore simpler adders and
mutlipliers) can be used for computation, a fact that was exploited by most
of the dedicated hardware mentioned in the previous section. (Un)fortunately,
�xed{point math is also the basic computational paradigm for multimedia,
therefore general{purpose microprocessors have started to include several eÆ-
cient SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) operations in their instruction
sets (now being extended to double precision oating{point on the Pentium
IV).

These two aspects have therefore greatly limited the di�usion of dedicated
digital hardware in favor of more exible general{purpose �Ps.

4 Discussion and applications

Despite the many (potential) advantages of the analog VLSI implementation
of ANNs, some open issues still prevent from their widespread adoption.

� The high costs of design, development and test.

� Large size networks cannot be exhaustively simulated at circuit level due
to the high computational burden of available circuit simulators (e.g.
SPICE). Nevertheless, the nowadays availability of reliable analog de-
scription languages (e.g. analog VHDL) can be a viable way to overcome
this drawback.

� An e�ective and reliable circuit implementation approach for the long
term storage of weights; many attempts have been done in the past to
design and implement analog memories for VLSI neurocomputing though
no reliable and eÆcient implementation approach emerged. Anyway, reli-
able CMOS compatible non volatile technologies [22] represent an eÆcient
solution.

� Reliable learning algorithms which can e�ectively cope with hardware
imperfections and non-idealities. A possible solution is the adoption of
probabilistic learning algorithms [12].

� The pressing trade-o� between silicon area (i.e. cost and size) and per-
formance (i.e. speed, accuracy, power consumption, etc.).

� The still not satisfactory degree of scalability and/or programmability
(versus cost and reusability).

Anyway, the major open issue is to identify a real, industrial and/or con-
sumer application which can justify the high design and development costs.
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Given the low power, massive parallelism and adaptativity achievable by ana-
log neural network implementations, potential applications are those where the
analog neural network operates directly on raw data coming from sensors or
from the �eld:

� Sensors fusion and linearisation [12, 19] and low level sensory processing
tasks (see above).

� Biomedical applications (e.g. implantable devices for cardiovascular de-
seases [15, 12]) are another interesting �eld of application which can suc-
cessfully exploit the low power consumption of analog NNs.

� Telecommunication systems in particular high speed data communica-
tions e.g. adaptive equalization of non-linear digital communication chan-
nels (see for instance [23, 20]. In this context, the adaptation and clas-
si�cation capabilities of ANNs can e�ectively cope with the higher data
rate (with respect to the equivalent digital solution) at a given power
consumption, of analog integrated �lters (see for instance [21, 32]).

Regarding digital hardware, and given the premises of previous sections,
which are the perspectives in arti�cial neural networks using this technolgy?

We believe that at least three issues will lead the reserch in this �eld for
the coming years:

� New neural computing paradigms: while the �rst generation of arti�cial
neural networks was inspired to biological networks, the current research
on learning from data has developed new architectures (e.g. Support
Vector Machines, Kernel Methods, Gaussian Processes [28]) based on
solid statistical foundations [30]. These new architectures and algorithms
can provide new insights on supervised and unsupervised learning and
new ground for fruitful research.

� New parallel processing requirements: from a computational point of
view, these neural architectures are very demanding even though the
learning algorithms are simpler than, for example, the well{known BP.
The number of operations per learning step grows quadratically with the
number of examples and therefore large{scale parallel processing is the
obvious method to deal with them [2]. Furthermore, the growing interest
in resampling techniques (e.g. Bootstrap) favor the shift toward sim-
ple but very copmputer intensive algorithm [17]. At the same time, the
digital VLSI technology is providing very exible and powerful devices
(e.g. FPGAs { Field Programmable Gate Arrays) for implementing par-
allel computation (albeit with low precision arithmetic) that can easily
surpass �Ps and DSPs as far as computing power is concerned.

� Successful applications: new neural architectures, despite being in their
infancy, are starting to show very interesting results in many real{world
applications [4, 24].
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